INTRODUCTION
Computer simulation of texture formation under plastic deformation in FCC metals was the aim of numerous investigations. The results of some of them were reviewed by Hirsch et al. (1988) . Complexity of the plastic deformation processes occurring really in materials and impossibility to allow for all of them at the present time result in not very convincing agreement between the model pole figures and experimental ones.
Addition of the well known Sachs model by some new presentations acquired from experimental data is considered in the present work. It has been determined by electron microscopy in a number of papers, e.g. in Vandermeer et al. (1964) , Trefilov et al. (1975) , and Larikov et al. (1979) , that the correlation of structure and texture development is observed during plastic deformation. Virtually each texture component can be characterized by its own type of the dislocation structure. So, Dnieprenko et al. (1982) found that two main types of dislocation structures, which are clearly distinguished in the plane normal to the rolling direction (RD) and can be attributed to the {110}(1i2) and {112}(11i) Foreman (1955) . In that work the elastic energies of dislocations in the (100) and (111) Figure la and typical for {111}(1i0)-type slip will be developed. Thus, the copper component in Figure lb is developed by the way which differs from simple slips in the cubic planes as it might be expected. For establishing the nature of the development of this component a more detailed analysis is to be carried out.
THE ANALYSIS OF MECHANISMS OF SEPARATE TEXTURE COMPONENT DEVELOPMENT
The particular slip types causing the development of the above mentioned components of the copper rolling texture are studied in this part of the work. For this aim we will monitor the indices of the slip system with maximum loading (which will be active at this moment) during every elementary act of the plastic deformation and for every grain. Plastic deformation by sequential slips in a single slip system was found to be replaced by alternative slips in a few slip systems after reaching the average strain of --30%. (011) slip system types. In Figure 2 the model orientation distribution function (ODF) of grains as a function of the Eulerian angles (q0, , tp2) is presented, the grain orientations being marked by special symbols which characterize the sequence of slips acting during medium and final stages of the deformation. The regularity of the slip system changes was studied for this marking. Figure 2 to demonstrate clearly the advantages of our approach.
The detailed analysis of the number of the quasi-simultaneously active slip systems revealed that both two and three independent slip systems may act together during the last deformation stages. This is now in agreement with the experimental data of Dillamore et a/. __(1964) . For example, the following combination was observed: (11i) [011] , (111) [110] , and (001) [110] .
The main components of the copper-type rolling texture would develop near the boundaries of regions of action of the different slip systems as the analysis carried out shows. These regions are pointed in Figure 3 , the system with the maximum value of ts. vtt being considered as the active one. Systems with {111} and {100} type slip planes were taken into account. The positions of the preferred orientations (Figure 2 ) are in agreement with the regions of grain orientation stability to such slip. These regions are also marked in Figure 3 . The divergence of a grain orientation from the initial location after a given number of deformation steps were studied for analyzing this stability. The The o value after reaching 10% reduction was used as the measure of the stability, and it was computed step-by-step for every grain orientation with 5 steps for all three Eulerian angles. In this case the shear per slip event was 0.01. The regions with o < 1 are marked in Figure 3 as 
